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DUALITY MAP CHARACTERISATIONS FOR OPIAL CONDITIONS

T I M DALBY AND BRAILEY SIMS

We characterise Opial's condition, the non-strict Opial condition, and the uniform
Opial condition for a Banach space X in terms of properties of the duality mapping
from X into X*.

In 1967, Opial [4] introduced the following condition on a Banach space X .

If (xn) converges weakly to ««, then

liminf l|zn — Zooll < liminf ||a;n — as||
n—oo " n

for all x ^ Zoo •

This condition has been used in the study of the existence of fixed points for non-
expansive maps. For example, Gossez and Lami Dozo [2] have shown that Opial's
condition implies weak normal structure and hence the weak fixed point property. A
weaker condition, non-strict Opial, is that (xn) converging weakly to ZQO implies

liminf \\xn — Zoo|| ^ liminf | |zn — z||
n—»oo n

for all x. Again, this condition is associated with the weak fixed point property. See,

for example, Sims [7].

In the opposite direction Prus [5] in 1992 introduced the uniform Opial condition.

For c > 0 define the Opial modulus of X to be

r(c) = inf I liminf | |zn + x\\ — 1 : llzll ^ c, z n -^ 0, and liminf | |zn | | ^
\ / I n " n

Then r(c) is an increasing function of c, and we say X has the uniform Opial property

if r(c) > 0, for c > 0, in which case we have

l + r ( c K liminf ||zn + zll
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414 T. Dalby and B. Sims [2]

whenever xn ^- 0, liminf | |zn| | > 1, and ||z|| ^ c. For 1 < p < oo, the space lp
n

satisfies the uniform Opial condition whilst Lp[0,1], p ^ 2, fails even the non-strict

Opial condition.

A gauge, fj,, is a continuous strictly increasing real-valued function on [0, oo)

satisfying fi(0) = 0 and lim /i(t) — oo. A mapping J^ : X —> X* is called a duality
t—>oo

mapping with gauge function \i if for every x £. X

/„(*) := {x* € X* : **(x) = ||x|| MINI) «"1 11*11 - A*(ll*ll)} •

If /x(<) = < we write J instead of 7M. X is said to have a weakly continuous duality map
if there exists a gauge fi such that the duality map J^ is single-valued and sequentially
continuous from X with the weak topology to X* with the weak * topology. Gossez
and Lami Dozo [2], in 1972, showed that a Banach space with a weakly continuous
duality map satisfies Opial's condition. Recently, Lin, Tan and Xu [3] improved on this
by showing that such a space has the uniform Opial condition.

More recently still, Benavides, Acedo and Xu [1] have produced an example, £Pli,

that satisfies the uniform Opial condition but fails to have a weakly continuous duality
map. This naturally raises the question of a duality map characterisation of the uniform
Opial condition.

Sims [6] in 1985 characterised Opial's condition in terms of the asymptotic nature
of J(xn) where (acn) is a non-null weakly convergent sequence. More precisely we have
the following.

THEOREM 1 . A Banach space satisfies Opial's condition if and only if whenever

(xn) converges weakly to a non-zero limit Xoo, for x*n € J(xn) we Aave

liminf z*(sBoo) > 0.
n

An examination of the proof shows that the following is also true.

THEOREM 2 . A Banach space satisfies the non-strict Opial condition if and only

if whenever (xn) converges weakly to a non-zero Hmit aJoo, for a* G J(xn) we have

liminf ^(ajoo) ^ 0.

Here we complete the cycle by extending the techniques of [6] to obtain a charac-
terisation of the uniform Opial condition.

We begin by showing that the uniform Opial condition is determined in the fol-
lowing way. Note: the subsequential form of this characterisation is not needed for our
later proofs, but is included for its potential utility.
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LEMMA 3 . For a Ba.na.ch space X the following are equivalent:

(i) X has the uniform Opial condition.
(ii) Tiere exists a strictly positive function p such that whenever xn —>• 0,

lim||zn|| — 1 and \\x\\ J5 c, tiere exists a subsequence ( i n i ) with
n

liminf | |zn t +SB|| ^ 1 + p(c).
k

PROOF: Clearly (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies Opial's condition.
Now suppose X has (ii) but fails to have the uniform Opial condition. Then there

exists a c > 0 and, for each m £ N, a sequence asJJ* —' 0, as n —> oo, with

r m := liminf U d l ^ l
n

and an xm with | |sm| | ^ c so that

liminf ||x^ + i m | | < 1 + —.
n m

NOTE. By passing to a subsequence we can, and shall, assume that both of the above
liminf's are in fact limits.

Also, since X has Opial's condition,

rm < lim ||sc™ + xm\\ < 1 + — ^ 2.
n m

Now, let y% = x%/rm and ym = xm/rm, then y% — 0, as n -> oo, Um ||y™|| = 1,
n

\\ym\\ >c/rm >c /2 , while

771

The sequence (y^1) for m > l/p(c/2) contradicts (ii), so (ii) implies (i). D

We shall say that a Banach space X has Property (D) if there exists an in-
creasing strictly positive function a on (0,oo) such that whenever xn ^ ZQO ^ 0,
lim ||xn — ZQO|| = 1, and x^ € J(xn), we have

n

OBSERVATION. From Theorem 1 it is clear that (D) implies Opial's condition.
We now show that (D) is necessary for the uniform Opial condition.
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LEMMA 4 . If X has uniform Opial condition then X has property (P) with

o(<) = tr(t)

PROOF: Let xn -^ ««, ^ 0 with lim||xn — Xc»|| = 1 and suppose there exists
n

a?£ E J(&n) such that
Umninfx;(x00)<||x00||r(||x00||).

Then there exists a subsequence (s*tJ with lima;*t(x00) < ||a50o||>' (||xoo||)- By the

uniform Opial condition,

liminf ||a;nt|| = liminf ||(xni - !«,) + x^W
k k

x*
liminf •u-^kTt(xnk ~ x°°) + r(\\x°°\\)

X*

h'minf | |zn || - limsup ., "*., (goo) +r(| |a;o

Thus,

contradicting the choice of (x^k ) . U

We now use a modification of an argument suggested in [2] and developed in [6] to
establish a converse to Lemma 4.

THEOREM 5 . A Banach space X has the uniform Opial condition if and only if
its duality map satisfies property (D).

PROOF: (=>) has been established in lemma 4.
(<=) We use the characterisation of the uniform Opial condition given in Lemma

3. Thus, let (xn) be a weak null sequence with ||xn|| —» 1. Then, for x ^ 0

j\+(t)dt

where

h—»t+ h — t
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\\is the upper Gateaux derivative at t of the convex function t t-» 1/2 \\xn + tx\\ , and
so is an increasing function of t, equal to max{zj^(x) : x^ 6 J(xn + tx)}.

Now, for any e > 0, xn + ex -^ ex ^ 0 and so, since (D) implies Opial's condition,
we see from Theorem 1 that for n sufficiently large, <7 (̂e) > 0. Thus for n sufficiently
large

Since the <7̂ (<) are uniformly bounded it follows that

/•l

liminf \\xn + x\\ ^ liminf ||s;n|| + 21iminf / g*(t)dt
n n n JQ

Thus, X satisfies (ii) of lemma 3 with

p{c) =y/\ + a(c/2) - 1. D
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